1. **Name of the Project:** Connected Surat -- Part 2, Implementation of Leased Line /MPLS/Dark Fiber for SMC Locations.

2. **Cost and financing:**
   - Estimated cost Rs. 22.93 Cr
   - Tender Sanctioned Cost Rs. 19.43 Cr

3. **Brief Description (Technical Details):**
   - This project along with OFC network (separate Project) will act as a backbone to smart city projects such as Intelligent Transit Management System (ITMS), Intelligent Traffic Control System (ITCS), Automatic Fare Collection System (AFCS), and field sensors for Air & Water Quality, Digital Boards, ERP Systems, etc.
   - No of Locations covered in this RFP are 800+
   - 1) SMC Offices-362
   - 2) Non BRTS Traffic Junctions-130
   - 3) Surveillance camera-50
   - 4) BRTS Traffic Junctions-138
   - 5) BRTS Stations-190

4. **Current status:** Work In progress

5. **Implementation Plan:**
   - **Current status:** RFP is floated vide Notice No: SSCDL-ConnectedSurat-LL-RFP-01-2017 for “Implementation of Leased Line /MPLS/Dark Fiber for SMC Locations, Connected Surat Project – Part 2”.
   - Date of RFP Published 13.06.2017
   - Technical Bid Opening Date 09.08.2017
   - Price Bid Opening Date 05.10.2017
   - Current Status It is under Price Evaluation stage and at RAC stage **Completion Date:** 20/03/2019